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a b s t r a c t

An Energy Storage System (ESS) installed in a power system can effectively damp power system oscilla-
tions through controlling exchange of either active or reactive power between the ESS and power system.
This paper investigates the robustness of damping control implemented by the ESS to the variations of
power system operating conditions. It proposes a new analytical method based on the well-known
equal-area criterion and small-signal stability analysis. By using the proposed method, it is concluded
in the paper that damping control implemented by the ESS through controlling its active power exchange
with the power system is robust to the changes of power system operating conditions. While if the ESS
damping control is realized by controlling its reactive power exchange with the power system, effective-
ness of damping control changes with variations of power system operating condition. In the paper, an
example of power system installed with a battery ESS (BESS) is presented. Simulation results confirm
the analytical conclusions made in the paper about the robustness of ESS damping control. Laboratory
experiment of a physical power system installed with a 35 kJ/7 kW Superconducting Magnetic Energy
Storage (SMES) was carried out to evaluate theoretical study. Results are given in the paper, which dem-
onstrate that effectiveness of SMES damping control realized through regulating active power is robust to
changes of load conditions of the physical power system.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In addition to the advantage of being able to accommodate the
intermittence of renewable generation, an Energy Storage System
(ESS) installed in a power system can help to enhance system sta-
bility by regulating its exchange of active and reactive power with
the power system. Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage
(SMES), Battery Energy Storage System (BESS), Flywheel Energy
Storage (FES), and Pumped Storage Hydro Power Station (PSHPS)
are commonly used ESS in power system stability control [1–3].
To investigate and validate the capability of those ESS in one of
the important applications of stability control – to suppress power
system oscillations, various tools and techniques have been used,
such as the modal analysis based on linearized models for SMES
[4–8], modeling power electronics into power systems for BESS
[9–11], simulation and laboratory experiment for FES [12] as well
as application of advanced control theory for BESS [13,14].
Research results obtained so far indicate that ESS control can sig-

nificantly enhance power system stability by damping system
oscillations effectively, which has been confirmed by field applica-
tions of BESS and PSHPS reported in [15] and [16] respectively.

This paper investigates the robustness of damping control
implemented by ESS to variations of power system operating con-
ditions. The focus of investigations is to study the difference of ESS
damping control when it is realized by controlling exchange of
either active or reactive power between ESS and power system.
The paper proposes a new analytical method for the small-signal
analysis of ESS control to damp power system oscillations based
on the linearized equal-area criterion. By using the proposed meth-
od, it is demonstrated in the paper that effectiveness of ESS damp-
ing control realized by regulating exchange of active power does
not change with variations of power system operating conditions;
while it does when ESS damping control is realized by regulating
exchange of reactive power. Hence ESS damping control is more
robust to variations of power system operating conditions if it is
implemented through regulating exchange of active power than
via controlling exchange of reactive power. In the paper, an exam-
ple power system installed with a BESS is presented. Simulation re-
sults of the example power system have confirmed analytical
conclusions obtained. Laboratory experiment of a physical power
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system installed with a 35 kJ/7 kW SMES was also carried out to
evaluate theoretical investigations. Results of experiment are given
in the paper, which demonstrate that SMES damping control
through regulating active power exchange is robust to load varia-
tions of the physical power system.

2. Robustness of ESS damping control

Fig. 1 shows a single-machine infinite-bus power system in-
stalled with a shunt-connected BESS, where Xs is the reactance of
a step-down transformer and VC is the voltage at the AC terminal
of Voltage Source Converter (VSC) connected to the ESS. From
Fig. 1 we can have

VS ¼ jXsbIsb þ Vb ¼ jXsb Its �
VS � VC

jXS

 !" #
þ Vb

¼ jXsbIts �
Xsb

XS
VS þ

Xsb

XS
VC þ Vb

Hence

VS ¼
jXsb

1þ Xsb
XS

Its þ
Xsb

XS 1þ Xsb
XS

� �VC þ
Vb

1þ Xsb
XS

That gives

Vt ¼ jXtsIts þ VS

¼ j Xts þ
XSXsb

XS þ Xsb

� �
Its þ

Xsb

XS þ Xsb
VC þ

XS

XS þ Xsb
Vb

¼ jXIts þ V ð1Þ

where

X ¼ Xts þ
XSXsb

XS þ Xsb

� �
; V ¼ Xsb

XS þ Xsb
VC þ

XS

XS þ Xsb
Vb ¼ aVC þ bVb

From Eq. (1) we can obtain the active power delivered along the
transmission line to be

P12 ¼
VtV

X
sin h ð2Þ

where h is the angle between Vt and V , as it is shown by the phasor
diagram of Fig. 2.

The focus of investigation in this paper is the dynamic exchange
of active and reactive power between the ESS and power system.
No matter what type of ESS is and how the ESS is modeled in de-
tails, variations of phase and magnitude, VC and c, of voltage, VC ,
can exactly represent the exchange of active and reactive power
separately. Hence in the following discussion, robustness of ESS

damping control will be studied by examining the forced variations
of VC and c due to ESS control. From Fig. 2 we have

cd ¼ V sin h ¼ ce� de ¼ bVb sin dþ aVC sinðc� dÞ

By using Eq. (2) we have

P12 ¼
Vt

X
½bVb sin dþ aVC sinðc� dÞ� ¼ f ðd;VC ; cÞ ð3Þ

Hence small-signal variation (oscillation) of active power deliv-
ered along the transmission line is

DP12 ¼ DP12thita þ DPEcontrol ð4Þ

where DP12thita ¼ @P12
@d C12thitaDd is the variation of active power

caused by deviation of d and DPEcontrol ¼ @f
@VC

DVC þ @f
@c Dc is the forced

variation due to ESS control. If DPEcontrol ¼ CCthitaDdþ CCDthitaD _d
(decomposed in Dd� D _d co-ordinate), we have

DP12 ¼ DP12thita þ DP12Dthita ð5Þ

where DP12thita = (C12thita + CCthita)Dd and DP12Dthita ¼ CCDthitaD _d. The
small-signal analysis given in Appendix A of the paper shows that
the effectiveness of ESS damping control is determined by the value
of coefficient, CCDthita. The higher CCDthita is, the better damping ef-
fect is achieved by ESS control.

By observing Eq. (1), it can be seen that the power system with
the ESS installed is electrically equivalent to a single-machine infi-
nite-bus power system without the ESS installed where the equiv-
alent line reactance is X and voltage at the infinite busbar is V .
Hence the active power delivered along the transmission line can
be written as

P12 ¼
E0qV
x0dR

sin h� ðxq � x0dÞV
2

x0dRxqR
sin 2h

¼
E0q
x0dR

½bVb sin dþ aVc sinðd� cÞ�

� ðxq � x0dÞ
x0dRxqR

½bVb sin dþ aVc sinðd� cÞ�½bVb cos d

þ aVc cosðd� cÞ�

�
E0q
x0dR

½bVb sin dþ aVc sinðd� cÞ� ð6Þ

where h is the angle between E0q and V .
As it is pointed out above, ESS control can realize the exchange

of both active and reactive power between the ESS and power sys-
tem. This is implemented by controlling the modulation ratio and
phase of VSC, VC and c, respectively. Usually there is an established
voltage control function by the ESS to regulate the voltage profile
at the ESS AC terminal. Damping control function can be either
superimposed on the ESS voltage control or through regulating
the modulation phase c directly. For the simplicity of analysis,

Xts

Xsb

Xs

Vt Vs Vb

Generator

VSC

VC

P12

ESS

=

VC

VC

Its
Isb

Is

Fig. 1. A single-machine infinite-bus power system installed with a shunt-
connected BESS.
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Fig. 2. Phasor diagram.
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we assume that a proportional damping control law is adopted and
damping feedback signal is the rotor speed of the generator (if a lo-
cally available signal, such as the active power delivered along the
transmission line, is used, it can always be represented as the lin-
ear combination of rotor angle and rotor speed. This will not
change the discussion below). Hence damping control superim-
posed on ESS voltage control function is

Vc ¼ Vc0 þ KvolðVsref � VsÞ þ KdampV ðx� 1Þ

This is to control the exchange of reactive power between the
ESS and power system to realize ESS damping control function. Lin-
earization of the above equation gives

DVc ¼ �KvolDVs þ KdampVDx

From Eq. (A1) in Appendix B we can obtain

DVc ¼
�KvolC1

1þ KvolC2
Dd� KdampV

1þ KvolC2
Dx ð7Þ

Hence from Eqs. (4)–(7) we have

DPEcontrol ¼ CCthitaDdþ CCDthitaDx ð8Þ

where

CCDthita ¼ �
E0q0

X0dR

aVc0 sinðd0 � c0Þ
KdampV

1þ KvolC2

From the above equation we can see that CCDthita changes with vari-
ations of system load condition. At a heavier load condition with

higher d0 � c0, CCDthita is higher and hence ESS damping control is
more effective.

If ESS damping control function is implemented by regulating c
directly instead of superimposing it on the ESS voltage control, it
means damping control is achieved via exchange of active power
between the ESS and power system. We have

Vc ¼ Vc0 þ KvolðVsref � VsÞ; c ¼ c0 þ Kdampcðx� 1Þ

Hence we have the linearized control law to be

DVc ¼ �KvolDVs; Dc ¼ KdampcDx ð9Þ

From Eqs. (9) and (A1) in Appendix B we can obtain

DVc ¼
�KvolC1

1þ KvolC2
Dd� KvolC3

1þ KvolC2
KdampcDx ð10Þ

From Eqs. (4), (5), (6), and (10) we have

DPEcontrol ¼ CCthitaDdþ CCDthitaDx ð11Þ

where

CCDthita ¼
E0q0

X0dR

aVc0Kdampc sinðd0 � c0Þ
KvolC3

1þ KvolC2
þ cosðd0 � c0Þ

� �

Similarly, by observing the coefficient CCDthita in Eq. (11) we can
see that because cos(d0 � c0) decreases and sin(d0 � c0) increases
at a higher load condition (higher d0 � c0), overall CCDthita may
not change much with the variation of system load conditions. This

Part (a) 

Part (b) 

Fig. 3. Dynamic model of BESS used in simulation study.
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means ESS damping control is of better robustness to the changes
of system load conditions when it is implemented by regulating c
than by superimposing it on the ESS voltage control function.

3. Simulation study

An example single-machine infinite-bus power system installed
with a BESS was used for simulation study. Parameters of the sys-
tem are given in Appendix C. Full non-linear system model and dy-
namic model of the BESS in [17] are used. Fig. 3 shows the
configuration of the BESS used in the study, where part (a) of the
model is for the active power regulation and part (b) is that for
the dynamic voltage support at the busbar where the BESS is in-
stalled. BESS is installed at the middle point of the transmission
line connecting the generator and infinite busbar. From Fig. 3 we
can see that a normal function of voltage regulation is imple-
mented by a proportional–integral (PI) controller. Deviation of ac-
tive power delivered along the transmission line is used as the
feedback signal of BESS damping control. A PI damping controller
was designed and added on the output of parts (a) and (b) of the
BESS model separately to regulate the exchange of active and reac-
tive power between the BESS and power system.

Fig. 4 shows the computational results of CCDthita with variation
of system load conditions. From Fig. 4 we can see that CCDthita

changes much less when BESS damping control is implemented
by regulating c (exchange of active power) than when it is super-
imposed on its voltage control (by regulating exchange of reactive

Fig. 4. CCDthita with variation of system load conditions.
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Fig. 5. Simulation results with BESS damping control superimposed on its voltage control at two different system load conditions.
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power). This confirms analytical conclusions drawn in the above
section when some simplifications for analysis are made.

Confirmation from the results of non-linear simulation is given
in Figs. 5 and 6 at two different level of load flow conditions
P12 = 0.1 p.u. and P12 = 0.9 p.u. Simulation started with the system
subject to a small disturbance of 5% increase of mechanical input
to the generator for 100 ms. Comparing two results in Fig. 5 we
can see that at a higher load flow condition, BESS damping control
is more effective when it is realized by regulating exchange of reac-
tive power between the BESS and power system. From Fig. 6 we
can see that effectiveness of BESS damping control does not change
much with the variations of system load conditions. Therefore,
those simulation results confirm the analytical conclusions that
ESS damping control is more robust to variations of power system
operating conditions when it is implemented though regulating
exchange of active power between the ESS and power system.

4. Study of laboratory experiment

In order to further evaluate the theoretical analysis at a close-
to-real environment, laboratory experiment was carried out at
the Laboratory of Physical Power Systems, Wuhan University, Chi-
na. The ESS used in the experiment is a 35 kJ/7 kW High Tempera-
ture Superconducting (HTS) dispersal module type of SMES, which
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Fig. 6. Simulation results with BESS damping control implemented by regulating at two different load conditions.
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Fig. 7. 35 kJ/7 kW laboratory SMES.
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is shown by Fig. 7. The SMES consists of four parts: High Temper-
ature Superconducting magnet (HTS magnet), cooling system,
Power Conditioning System (PCS) and Monitor and Control System
(MCS).

The 35 kJ/7 kW HTS SMES was connected to a physical power
system in the laboratory as shown by Fig. 8, where a 15 kV gener-
ator was connected to laboratory busbar through a transformer
and lumped reactors (representing transmission lines). K5 is the

point where a circuit breaker was connected to earth to apply
three-phase-to-earth fault. Excitation and energy release of the
magnet are controlled by the PCS. Damping control was realized
on the SMES main control board and it took the active power deliv-
ered through the transformer as the feedback signal. Only experi-
ment of damping control through controlling active power
exchange with the physical power system was conducted, because
the SMES was not integrated with voltage control function. Exper-

Fig. 8. Configuration of the physical power system with the SMES connected.

(a) Without the SMES damping control 

(b) Active power output from the generator = 3000W

(c) Active power output from the generator = 4000W

(d) Active power output from the generator = 4200W

(e) Active power output from the generator = 4500W

Fig. 9. Results of laboratory experiment.
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imental results are given in Fig. 9, where 1green lines are variations
of active power delivered along the transmission line of the phys-
ical power system. From Fig. 9 we can see that the effectiveness of
SMES damping control changed little with the variations of system
load conditions. This confirmed the analytical conclusions obtained
in the paper.

5. Conclusions

It has been well-known that effectiveness of conventional
Power System Stabilizer (PSS) and some newly-appeared Flexible
AC Transmission System (FACTS) based stabilizers, such as Static
Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) and Unified Power Flow
Controller (UPFC), changes with power system operating condi-
tions. This has brought about the long-standing and challenging
problem of design of robust power system damping controllers.
It has been expected that ESS damping control can be of some dif-
ferent special features, because ESS cannot only regulate its ex-
change of reactive power with power system as PSS, STATCOM
and UPFC does, but also control its exchange of active power. The
original contribution of this paper is the revelation of one special
property of ESS damping control through theoretical analysis, con-
firmed by simulation study and laboratory experiment. It is con-
cluded in the paper that ESS damping control implemented by
active power regulation is robust (or at least more robust than
damping control realized by regulating reactive power) to varia-
tions of power system operating conditions. Hence ESS damping
control is of great potential to provide solution to the problem of
robust stabilization of power system oscillations.

Work presented in the paper is based on simple case of single-
machine infinite-bus power systems. It gives insight into and good
understanding of the problem, which will guide further work on
the case of multi-machine power systems. The proposed new ana-
lytical method is presented in the paper for a single-machine infi-
nite-bus power system. This is the case that the proposed method
is quite similar to the conventional technique of damping torque
analysis. However, the proposed analytical method can be easily
extended to the case of damping control by ESS to suppress power
oscillation along a transmission line in a multi-machine power sys-
tem [18]. This provides the possibility for the authors to investigate
the robustness of ESS damping control in multi-machine power
systems. The authors are well aware of the complexity of analysis
when case of multi-machine power systems is looked into. They
are working now on demonstration of examples of applying the

proposed methods in multi-machine power systems and expect
to report the results in near future. The authors also would like
to point out is that work presented in this paper has not considered
the limitation of ESS capacity when it is applied to suppress power
system oscillations. This is also an important issue affecting the
capability of ESS damping control which is under intensive inves-
tigations by the authors.
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Appendix A

In Fig. A1a, line ‘ac’ is the linearization of P12–d curve for small-
signal analysis that is given by Eq. (5). At the steady state, the
system operates at point (d0, P120). We assume that the small-dis-
turbance oscillation starts from point ‘a’ in Fig. A1a. At point ‘a’,
the increase of P12 is DP12thita proportional to Dd as shown in Eq.
(4). The operating point is on the line DP12 = DP12thita = (C12thita +
CCthita)Dd because at point ‘a’, D _d ¼ 0 and hence DP12Dthita ¼
CCDthitaD _d ¼ 0. When the operating point moves down from ‘a’, be-
cause D _d < 0, DP12Dthita ¼ CCDthitaD _d < 0 that will be added on
DP12thita. Hence the operating point should move along the P12–d
curve that is below the line DP12thita = (C12thita + CCthita)Dd (assum-
ing CCDthita > 0). When D _d ¼ 0, the operating point stops moving
and must come back to the line DP12thita = (C12thita + CCthita)Dd at
point ‘c’ where DP12Dthita ¼ CCDthitaD _d ¼ 0. Without DP12Dthita ¼
CCDthitaD _d, area ‘ade’ should be equal to area ‘dgf’ that will lead to
|d1| = |d2|. With DP12Dthita ¼ CCDthitaD _d being added, not only area
‘ade’ is reduced to A1 but also extra area is generated below the line
DP12thita = (C12thita + CCthita)Dd to form area A2. Hence A2 = A1 must
lead to |d2| < |d1| = |d2|, which indicates that the oscillation is
damped due to the existence of the term DP12Dthita ¼ CCDthitaD _d.

In Fig. 10b, at operating point ‘c’, the accelerating area actually
formed is ‘cdh’ that is smaller than A2 in Fig. 3a. Furthermore, when
the operating point moves up, it moves above the line DP12 =
DP12thita = (C12thita + CCthita)Dd due to the extra term DP12Dthita ¼
CCDthitaD _d > 0 because D _d > 0. Hence the accelerating area is A3 that
is even smaller than area ‘cdh’. A similar analysis can be carried out

(a) (b)

Fig. A1. Analysis of damping effect of ESS control.

1 Please note that Fig. 9 will appear in B/W in print and color in the web version.
Based on this, please note and approve the edit in Fig. 10 caption.
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for the operating point to move up along P12–d curve above the line
DP12thita = (C12thita + CCthita)Dd, leading to |d3| < |d2| as it is shown in
Fig. 3c, indicating the oscillation is damped. In addition, from the
analysis we can see that the higher the proportional coefficient
CCDthita is, the more |di| (i = 2, 3) decreases that means the better
damping effect is achieved by ESS control.

Appendix B

From Eq. (1) we have Vtd + jVtq = jX(Itsd + jItsq) + Vd + jVq.
Because Vtd ¼ XqItsq;Vtq ¼ E0q � X 0dItsd

Itsq ¼
V sin h
Xq þ X

¼ bVb sin dþ aVc sinðd� cÞ
XqR

;

Itsd ¼
E0q � V cos h

X 0d þ X
¼

E0q � bVb cos d� aVc cosðd� cÞ
X0dR

From Fig. 1 we have Vtd + jVtq = jX(Itsd + jItsq) + Vsd + jVsq and
hence

Vsd ¼ X0tsRItsq ¼
X0tsR
X 0R
½bVb sin dþ aVc sinðd� cÞ�

Vsq ¼ Vtq � XtsItsd ¼ E0q � ðX
0
d þ XtsÞItsd ¼ E0q �

X0dtsR

XdR
ðE0q � V cos hÞ

¼ X0dR � X 0dtsR

X0dR

E0q þ
X0dtsR

X 0dR

½bVb cos dþ aVc cosðd� cÞ�

That gives

DVsd ¼
XtsR

X0dR

½bVb0 cos d0 þ aVc0 cosðd0 � c0Þ�Ddþ XtsR

X0dR

aVc0 sinðd0

� c0ÞDVc �
XtsR

X0dR

aVc0 cosðd0 � c0ÞDc

DVsq ¼ �
X0dtsR

X0dR

½bVb0 sin d0 þ aVc0 sinðd0 � c0Þ�Ddþ X 0dtsR

X0dR

aVc0 cosðd0

� c0ÞDVc þ
X0dtsR

X0dR

aVc0 sinðd0 � c0ÞDc

So we can have

DVs ¼
1

Vs0
ðVsd0DVsd þ Vsq0DVsqÞ ¼ C1Ddþ C2DVc þ C3Dc ðA1Þ

Appendix C

Transmission line: Xts = 0.3 p.u., Xsb = 0.3 p.u., Xs = 0.3 p.u.

Generator: Xd = 0.8 p.u., Xq = 0.4 p.u., X0d = 0.2 p.u., M = 8 s., D =
2.35 p.u., T 0d0 = 5 s.

AVR: TA = 0.01 s. KA = 100 p.u.
Initial load condition: Vt0 = 1.0 p.u., Vs0 = 1.0 p.u., Vb0 = 1.0 p.u.,

Pts0 = 0.5 p.u.
Dynamic model of the installed BESS in [9] is used.
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